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Snap-on cordless tools deliver more power in less space 
 
KENOSHA, Wis. (Oct. 16, 2018) – As technicians look for ways to save time doing repairs, many 
are looking to cordless tools to do the job. Because they’re so versatile in many applications, it’s no 
wonder the that surveys say close to 70 percent of shop owners and technicians plan to purchase 
cordless power tools over the next 12 months.  
 
Snap-on offers a complete family of innovative cordless tools, spanning everything from ratchets, 
drills and wrenches to saws and screwdrivers. All include variable speed triggers for maximum 
control and many feature MicroLithium batteries that are lightweight and long-lasting plus 
interchangeable between all matching-voltage Snap-on MicroLithium tools.  
 

 CDRS761 14.4 V Cordless In-Line Drill  

Leading the industry in voltage size (14.4 V), torque output (65 in-lb) and RPM (0-1,350 free 

speed range), the CDRS761 offers precise control with its nine-position clutch allowing 

techs to dial in the proper torque. The tool is ideal for drilling out poprivets, holes for 

exhaust hangers and drilling into sheet metal. A single sleeve keyless metal chuck and 

over-size paddle-style trigger make for an excellent tool combination. 

 

 CT761AQC 14.4 V 3/8" Drive MicroLithium Quick Change Cordless Impact Wrench 

The CT761AQC presents more power in an amazingly compact, lightweight package. 

Though it features a powerful 60 ft-lb of torque output and 2,500 free speed RPM, this 

wrench weighs only 2.5 lbs, allowing techs to better maneuver into tight, tough-to-reach 

spaces. The tool features over-current and thermal protection for the motor and the three, 

built-in LED lights allow illumination of the work area. 

 

 CTR767 14.4 V 3/8" Drive MicroLithium Cordless Ratchet 

The CTR767 offers unprecedented leverage with a 6” extended neck for reaching areas 

previously accessible only with manual ratchets. The head and extended neck are strong 

enough to deliver 40 ft-lb of torque output and 157 ft-lb of manual torque. The 14.4 volt 2.0 

Ah MicroLithium battery offers plenty of run time. With 275 RPM and a variable speed 

trigger, the CTR767 makes limited access jobs more manageable. 

 

 CTRQ714 14.4 V Hex Drive MicroLithium Cordless Ratchet  

With a tapered head design for greater accessibility, the CTRQ714 offers unrestrained 

productivity with 35 ft-lb of torque output and 350 free speed RPM. Its hex drive receives 

multiple size bits, while its small, portable size is great for interior, under-dash, body panel 

and underhood work.  
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 CTRS761 14.4 V MicroLithium Cordless Reciprocating Saw  

The CTRS761 is a match for intricate cuts in confined areas, yet powerful enough to deliver 

uncompromising speed at 3,100 strokes per minute. With a LED battery gauge to indicate 

when a charge is needed, the tool’s MicroLithium battery is charged and ready in only 55 

minutes. A dual-action, quick-release chuck is designed to make blade changes quick and 

easy, and a depth guide adjusts to just the right size. 

 

 CTSR761 1/4" Drive 14.4 V Right Angle Cordless Screwdriver  

Perfect for navigating tight spaces, the CTSR761 is ideal for dash work and small engine 

repair, offering one-handed bit insertion and the ability to handle most standard screwdriver 

and power bits. The tool packs a punch with 150 in-lb of torque output, and techs can better 

view the work with the tool’s built-in LED light.  

 
All are available in Snap-on signature red, and the  CT761, CTR767, CTRS761 and CTSR761 are 
also available in green, orange and hi-visibility yellow.  
 
Find out more about the innovative cordless tool offerings from Snap-on, as well as other tools and 
products, by contacting your participating Snap-on franchisee or other representative, visiting 
www.snapon.com or calling toll-free 877-SNAPON-4 (877-762-7664). 

 
About Snap-on Tools 
Snap-on Tools is a subsidiary of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer 
and marketer of tools, equipment, diagnostics, repair information and systems solutions for 
professional users performing critical tasks. Products and services include hand and power tools, 
tool storage, diagnostics software, information and management systems, shop equipment and 
other solutions for vehicle dealerships and repair centers, as well as for customers in industries, 
including aviation and aerospace, agriculture, construction, government and military, mining, 
natural resources, power generation and technical education. Snap-on Tools is one of the largest 
non-food franchise companies in the world, selling its products and services through franchisee, 
company-direct, distributor and internet channels.  Snap-on Incorporated, which was founded in 
1920, is a $3.7 billion, S&P 500 company located in Kenosha, Wisconsin, with operations 
throughout the world. For additional information, visit www.snapon.com.    
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